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Abstract

Reactor Protection Systems for Nuclear Power
Plants have traditionally been built using analog
hardware. This hardware works quite well for
single parameter trip functions; however, op-
timum protection against DNBR and KW/ft limits
requires more complex trip functions than can
easily be handled with analog hardware. For
this reason, Babcock & VVilcox has introduced
a Reactor Protection System, called the RPS-
11. that utilizes a micro-computer to handle the
more complex trip functions. This paper describes
the design of the RPS-II and the operation of
the micro-computer within the Reactor Protection
System.

INTRODUCTION

The Reactor Protection System - II (RPS-II)
provides both steady state and transient pro-
tection for the reactor core and primary coolant
system by initiating a trip of the control rods
when plant variables indicate that it is necessary.
The first function of the RPS-II, that of the steady
state protection, is based on three safety limits:

1. The reactor coolant system pressure must
be limited to the transient pressure allow-
able under the ASME code (110% of de-
sign pressure).

2. The Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio
(DNBR) must be maintained at or above
1.30.

3. The maximum linear heat rate (KW/ft) in
the core must not exceed centerline fuel
melt limits.

Of these safety limit parameters, only the reactor
coolant piessur? is directly measurable; the linear
heat rate and DNBR must be determined from
combinations of parameters that can be measured
directly. By monitoring these measurable param-
eters the proximity to the specified safety limits
can be determined and a reactor trip initiated
when required.

The sei >!.r:: inaction of the RPS-n is to limit
the sevens A reactor transients tc acceptable
levels. Reactor Protection criteria ere established
for each accident that is reported in the Safety
Analysis Report. The RPS-II initiates a reactor
trip whenever a trip is required to terminate a
transient without violating the applicable reac-
tor protection criteria.

The steady state and transient protection in the
RPS-II are provided with both analog and digital
trip functions. The simple trip functions are per-
formed with standard analog hardware. The more
complex trip functions are performed with a



micro-computer. This hybrid system provides a
higher degree of equipment diversity than was
available in previous designs and, at the same
time, provides a more accurate computation
of limiting safety conditions.

SYSTEM DESIGN

The RPS-11 consists of four (4) independent and
redundant protection channels labeled Channel A,
Channel B, Channel C and Channel D. Each
channel monitors the same plant variables with a
set of sensors that are separated from the other
channel's sensors (Figure 1).
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Fig 1 Reactor protection system, channel A

The sensor signals are connected to signal
processing modules. These modules condition the
sensor signals for input to trip bistables or for
input to the micro-computer-called a calculating
module. The bistable compares the input signal
with a setpoint signal and the bistable changes
state whenever the signals are equal. The cal-
culating module receives analog and contact
inputs, performs trip calculations based on a
program stored in read only memory, and out-
puts a trip signal when required. The bistable and
calculating module trip outputs are connected
in series to a two (2) out of four (4) general
coincidence logic network. If there is a change in
state of one or more trip outputs indicating a plant
design limit is likely to be exceeded, the signal to
the coincidence logic is removed. This is a channel
trip. At the same time, the channel trip signal is
conveyed through optical isolators to the re-
maining channels' general coincidence logic mod-
ules. The coincidence logic modules are designed
to initiate a reactor trip signal if two or more
channel trip signals are detected. There are four

(4) coincidence logic modules, one in each channel.
The output of each module is connected to a
control rod drive system circuit breaker. Two
sources jf power are provided to the Control Rod
Drive System. Both power sources must be inter-
rupted to cause a trip of the control rods. There
are two circuit breakers in series to inU-rrupt
each power source. These circuit breakers form
a (1) oui of (2) taken twice logic for tripping the
control rods (Figure 2) (that is, a trip occuring un
the logic A-B + A-D + B-C + C'-D).

RPS
Channel C Channel A Channel B Channel D

AC/DC

Fig. 2 (1 out of 2) x 2 trip logic
(AB + AD + BC + CD)

The following functions are performed by each
channel of the RPS-II.

Overpower Trip

Each channel monitors the neutron flux from a
two section uncompensated ion chamber. A trip
is initiated on a fixed upper setpoint.

High and Low Reactor Coolant Pressure Trip

Each channel monitors reactor coolant pressure
in the hot leg of the reactor coolant system. A
trip is initiated on a fixed high or low setpoint.



High and Low Pressurize* Level Trip

Kach channel monitors the pressuri/.vr water level
and initiates a !ri|> on a fixed high or low setpoinl.

High Reactor Coolant Temperature Trip

Kach inannel measures the temperature in the hoi
let; of the reactor coolant system. A trip is initiated
on a fixed upper setpoint.

Power to Flow Trip

Kadi channel measures the flow in each reactor
coolant loop. The flow in each loop is summed. A
trip is initiated when the power (01. as measured
by uncompeiisated ion chambers, exceeds a set-
point which is equal to the flow times a fixed
ratio (i.e. trip when o K x flow, where K is the
power to flow ratio).

Calculating Module Trips

Kach channel contains a calculating module for tin-
computation of the more complex trip functions.
The trip functions performed in the calculating
module are:

Low DNBR Trip

The calculating module continuously es-
timates the proximity of the con* hot
spots to the DNBR safety limit and varies
the low DNBR trip setpoint to prevent the
reactor from operating at or below the
DNBR safely limit. The low DNBR trip
function protects against DNB for com-
binations of reactor coolant pressure,
reactor coolant inlet temperature, power
level and offset; this protection is provided
for all permitted reactor coolant pump
combinations. The low DNBR trip equa-
tions calculate a maximum allowable reac-
tor power level and compare this to the
actual reactor power as measured by out of
core un.compensated ion chambers which
are calibrated in percent full power. When
measured reactor power exceeds the cal-
culated maximum, a trip is output.

The low DNBR equation is in the following
form:

where
calculated maximum allowable
neutron flux ('4full powen.
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constants based on the depen-
dency of DNBR limit on pressure
and temperature.

reactor outlet pressure
reactor coolant inlet temper-
ature
offset (percent power in top
half of the core minus percent
power on the bottom half <>f
the corel
reactor coolant flow derived from
number RC pumps running,
constant based on dependency <»f
DNBR limit on offset, and
constant to correct for ilux meas-
urement errors.

The term defines a maximum allowable
power level for which the DNBK remains
above 1.30 assuming 0'- offset and 100'-
reactor coolant flow. This limit is based on
reactor outlet pressure and inlet temper-
ature.

The component fixes the maximum value
of the o-.i.I|)iiml equation. This value is then
reduced by the multiplier . which reduces
the o „.„„„„, as a linear function of (he off-
set. For zero offset the component equals
one. Kor offset greater than zero, the
0,,., ,lrM is reduced by a factor depending
on the absolute value of the offset and the
constant Kt).

The • component further reduces the
°<rtpmni t o '•'orroct f° r ' o w reactor coolant
flow and neutron power measurement
errors. The constant K,. is equal to 100
plus the neutron power measurement
error. This will reduce the calculated
0sctpoim h\' a n amount equal to the max-
imum neutron power error to ensure that
the calculation is conservative. A value
for the flow term is assumed based on the
number of operating pumps. This is the



minimum steady-state
served HC pump status

flow for the oh-

ln addition, the assumed (low is reduced in
a series of steps when the plant is operating
with all pumps running and a single pump is
lost. This is done to allow the control sy-
stem to effect a plant power run hack to a
safe level. The assumed flow is reduced in
steps of approximately one second duration,
so that the assumed flow is always less than
the actual flow. Figure ;' is a typical flow
coastdown curie for the loss of one pump.
The assumed flow is initially reduced after
a delay time required to detect the loss
of a pump and to transmit the informa-
tion to the reactor protection system. After
this initial delay time, the assumed flow is
always less than the actual flow. After the
flow has been stepped down, the steady-
state flow for three-pump operation is
assumed in the calculations.

0 4 8 12 16 20 24
Time, seconds

Fig. 3 Typical flow coastdown for loss of
one reactor coolant pump

Offset Trip

This trip prevents the core power from being
distributed so excessively toward the bottom

or top half of the core lhat the hot spot
linear heat rate is in danger of reaching
the established KW ft safely limit. Two
linear functions lone for positive and one
for negative offset) are provided to trip
the reactor when the power level reaches
the maximum allowable level for the ob-
served core axial offset. The offset trip
equations are the following form:

where

(' • ('„ 8 for positive offset
- C , • ( ' ( 9 for negative offset

'̂ •iiM.m' calculated maximum allowable
neutron flux ('- full power I,

, C ( - constants based on KW ft limits.
H ' offset i.'.O v l

"0 " imbalance i p o i v r m top half of
core minus power in bottom
half).

o - neutron flux ('- full power).

These two equations calculate a maximum
allowable power level based on the offset.
This maximum allowable power level is coin-
par-d to the actual power level as deter-
mined from the neutron flux signal cali-
brated in percent full power. A trip is out-
put whenever th<" actual power exceeds the
calculated maximum allowable power level.
The constants in the equations|C, . (•'.,. C , .
C, ) can he varied depending on the RC
pump status. In this manner, different
trip setpoints can be provided for less than
four-pump operation if required.

Powtr/AT (Startup) Trip

This trip limits the peak reactor coolant
pressur' in the evert of an uncontrolled
withdrawal of control rods from a near
zero initial power level (startup accident).
In a power transient, the neutron power,
measured by the out-of-core uncompensated
ion chambers, increases faster than the
thermal power. The thermal power is pro-
portional to the AT across the core (RC out-
let temperature minus RC inlet temper-
ature).

The Power/AT trip can detect this "leading
flux " and trip the reactor much sooner than
either the Overpower or High RC Pressure
Trip. A trip is output when the neutron
flux signal exceeds a fixed sctpoint (equiv-



alejil to about I')'' full power) and the core
'.'I' Is liclou a fixed .setpom! (equivalent to
aliout 10'; full powcri.

RC Pump Status Trip

Tin1 primary purpose of this trip is to
provide rapid protection for severe reactor
coolant pump coustdown accident-,. The
input IN obtained from pump monitors that
measure cither power or current to the
pump motor. When a lost pump is detected,
a contact input is sent to the calculating
module. A trip is output whenever only two
pumps m one loop are running (2 0 condi-
tioiil. only one pump is running (1 0 condi-
tion i. or no pumps are running (0 0 condi-
tion).

CALCULATING MODULE HARDWARE
DESCRIPTION

The calculating module (figure It consi>1s of two
microcomputer> operating m parallel. 1 he dual
processor configuration was chosen to execute
the protective routines in the short time interval
required. Six cards are used in ihe calculating
module. Processor A. Processor H. Input Output A
il OAi. Input Output B (I OH). Auxiliary A and
Auxiliary' H. 1 OA and Auxiliary A support Pro-
cessor A while I OH and Auxiliary H support
Processor li. The software is written such that the
processors work in a master-slave relationship.
Processor A i> the primary processor and Pro-
cessor H the secondary processor. The secondary
processor ami its associated inputs and outputs
are utilized as a peripheral device with all requests
being initiated from the primary processor.

1 OA receives analog inputs and converts them to
digital form through a 12 bit A/I) converter. A
1.1 A converter is also included on I OA. The lowest
calculated reactor power setpoint is available at
the output of the I) A converter. In addition,
trip status outputs are available on I OA for re-
mote recording.

I-OH receives field contact inputs from the pump
monitors. These inputs are optically isolated from
the processor card.

Auxiliary A and Auxiliary B cards contain hard-
ware multiply circuitry and clock circuitry. In
addition, the trip outputs are contained on Auxil-
iary A card.

Fig. -1 ('alculatinu module simplified block diagram

Processor A and H each contain the single chip
micro-processor. 1 x 256 random access memory
bank and a N x i()9(i read only memory bank. The
RAM 's used for temporary storage only. The
entire program is contained in read only memory.
Sixteen (lb'i 1-tOM chips are contained on each
processor. All ROM chips are socket mounted .so
that program chances can be made by unplugging
a ROM and inserting a new ROM. This allows
tight control o\er sol'iware change*. Kach ROM
contains a part number programmed into two
locations. This part number is also visibly labeled
on the chip. The part number identifies the chip
location and the revision level of the program.
Also, an interi al test routine checks the installed
ROM's as part of the initialization routine. If the
correct ROM's are not installed, the calculating
module will remain tripped.

The calculating module has been designed to mini-
mize the amount of special handling required by
plant personnel. Since the program is contained in
read only memory, it does not have to be loaded m
the field. After power has been supplied to the
module, toggling the module reset switch is all
that is required to initialize the module. Testing
of the calculating module is all done from the front
panel I Figure 51. There are zero, range and cal-
ibrate position for testing the AD converter. A
contact test position to check the RC pump con-
tact input circuitry' o n I/OB. A summary position
is available for dumping the ROM and RAM to
the teleytpe. This is not normally used during test-
ing but is available for troubleshooting or periodic
verification of the contents of ROM. The tele-
type is not part of the normal installed hardware.
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Finally, there is a "panel" position that allows
special routines to be called for testing and trouble-
shooting. The test routines have been designed so
that most failures can be traced to the circuit
board level by testing from the front panel and
repair can be made by replacing circuit boards.

The front panel also contains a digital display.
Core axial offset is displayed locally on this dis-
play and remotely on the control board during
normal operation. In addition, if an internal
test routine determines a fault exists, an error code
is flashed on the display to indicate the type of
fault that occurred. The display is also used to
indicate various values during testing.

SOFTWARE DESIGN

The program design is simple and straightforward.
Entry into the program by the hardware reset
function (module reset switch) causes the trip
functions to be reset, the RAM memory initialized
and ROM part numbers checked. The program
then enters the operate mode and executes the
required protectived routines in a continuous loop.
All constants in the equations have been pro-
grammed into the last ROM in each processor.
This has been done to allow changes to the con-
stants without varying the software structure
since the constants may vary from plant to plant
while the basic software will remain the same.
Changing constants requires changing only one
ROM for each processor. The program has been
previously qualified to accept a range of constants
so no extensive software requalification is required.

These last ROM's also contain the part number of
each of the othe» ROM's in the processor. During
the initialization routine, the part numbers of the
ROM's in each processor are checked against the
part numbers stored in the last ROM. If an in-
correct or missing ROM is found, the program
will output a trip.

Several on-line self testing features have been
included to insure proper operation of the calcu-
lating module. If these on-line self tests determine
that a fault exists, the calculating module will
output a trip. This fail safe philosophy is in agree-
ment with the philosophy employed in the rest of
the RPS-II whereby a channel trip occurs on loss of
power, removal of a module, etc. False reactor
trips are avoided by employing a (4) four channel
two out of four coincident logic hardware confi-
guration.

The self tests include the part number check pre-
viously mentioned and, in addition:

V w f Check

The V nt check is designed to detect fail-
ures in the analog to digital converter. This
check is accomplished by sampling a fixed
reference voltage signal on each program
cycle. This reference voltage is then con-
verted to a digital signal in the analog
to digital converter and compared to a
stored value. If the values differ by more
than a predetermined amount, a trip will
be output.



Stall Trip

The stall trip monitors the calculating
moduli' for failures that could prevent
completion of a program cycle. This trip
is implemented by a timer, which is pulsed
once each program cycle. If it is not
pulsed, it will time out causing a trip of
the calculating module.

Execution Order Check

This is a check in each processor that in-
sures correct communication. Processor B
checks the order in which requests are re-
ceived from Processor A and outputs a trip
if requests are received in the wrong order.
Processor A checks the data received from
Processor H for "function numbers'" that
identify the data. If an incorrect function
number is received. Processor A will out-
put a trip.

Sum Check

The contents of ROM are summed con-
tinually and compared to a predetermined
total. The sum check tests for changes
in the stored program. If a change is de-
tected, a trip will be output.

SOFTWARE TESTING

Most of the concern surrounding the use of com-
puters in protection systems has been directed to-
ward the reliability of the software.1'2 Since
the software represents a common element in
all four channels, high reliability must be insured.
Generally accepted techniques for quantitative
reliability assessment of software have not yet
been developed. As a consequence, the primary-
emphasis on software reliability has been placed
on the design process and the verification testing.'1

The software in the RPS-II calculating module is
being ''type tested" on a one time basis. That is
the software undergoes a comprehensive generic
test once to uncover software errors. Each system
that is shipped will then be tested in a manner
oriented toward uncovering errors in implemen-
tation rather than software design errors. Imple-
mentation errors would be, as an example, an in-
correctly stored code in a ROM. Software design
errors include errors in interpreting the software re-

quirements, errors in individual subroutines and
errors in the interaction of program subroutines.

The tests designed to detect software design errors
are performed in two distinct phases: 1) Vendor
testing and 2) Independent software verificat on.
The vendor testing consists of a "simulation u.jsl"
that tests ail program paths on a mini-compuwr
with a software package simulating the micro-
computer operation. This verifies individual sub-
routine operation and tests some of the subroutine
interaction. The next step in the vendor testing is
"integration testing" that tests the implemented
program directly on the calculating module. This
test verifies ti:e interaction of program sub-
routines and insures that the program operates pro-
perly with the actual hardware configuration. At
this point the vendor has completed, the testing and
releases the software for an independent verifi-
cation.

The independent software verification begins with
a review of the requirements documents and the
software description. This ensures that the requir-
ments were correctly interpreted. All of the pro-
gram testing is then performed directly on the im-
plemented program in a calculating module. The
first stage of testing is conducted by varying the in-
puts in steps over their full range and monitoring
the outputs. At each step, the outputs are checked
against the expected values before the inputs are
changed to new values. The constants in the
last ROM are also varied over their full range dur-
ing this test. To ensure that this test thoroughly
exercises the program, a program analyzer has
been constructed to monitor the memory cells
that the calculating module is addressing. This
device creates a map of the progra-i locations
that are addressed. This map is then used to de-
termine the effectiveness of the testing and new
tests car then be devised to force the program
through any untested paths.

The calculating module is then connected to a
plant simulator. A number of typical transients
are run on the simulator to provide real time dy-
namic testing of the calculating module.

This combination of vendor testing and an in-
dependent software verification provides very
high assurance that the program will operate
as intended when installed in the plant.
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